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• Searching the Enterprise Web
– What works and what doesn’t (Fagin 03, Hawking 04)

• User Feedback in Enterprise Web Search
– Explicit vs Implicit feedback (Joachims 02, Radlinski
05)
– User AnnotaWons (Dmitriev 06, Poblete 08, Chirita 07)
– Social AnnotaWons (Millen 06, Bao 07, Xu 07, Xu 08)
– User AcWvity (Bilenko 08, Xue 03)
– Short‐term User Context (Shen 05, Buscher 07)
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• How is Enterprise Web diﬀerent
from the Public
most researchers with access to an intranet have access only
to that of their own institution.
The social impact from the World Wide Web cannot be unOne might wonder why the problem of searching an inWeb?
derestimated, but
technologies used to build the Web are
tranet is in any way different from the problem of searchABSTRACT

also revolutionizing the sharing of business and government
information within intranets. In many ways the lessons
learned from the Internet carry over directly to intranets,
but others do not apply. In particular, the social forces that
guide the development of intranets are quite different, and
the determination of a “good answer” for intranet search is
quite different than on the Internet. In this paper we study
the problem of intranet search. Our approach focuses on the
use of rank aggregation, and allows us to examine the effects
of different heuristics on ranking of search results.

– Structural diﬀerences

ing the web or a small corpus of web documents (e.g., site
search). In Internet search, many of the most significant
techniques that lead to quality results are successful because
they exploit the reflection of social forces in the way people
present information on the web. The most famous of these
are probably the HITS [24, 10, 11] and the PageRank [7] algorithms. These methods are motivated by the observation
that a hyperlink from a document to another is an implicit conveyance of authority to the target page. The HITS
algorithm takes advantage of a social process in which authors create “hubs” of links to authoritative documents on
a particular topic of interest to them.
Searching an intranet differs from searching the Internet
because different social forces are at play, and thus search
strategies that work for the Internet may not work on an
intranet. While the Internet reflects the collective voice of
many authors who feel free to place their writings in public

• What are the most important features for
search?

– Use Rank AggregaWon to experiment with diﬀerent
Categories and Subject
Descriptors
ranking
methods and features
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Experimentation

Enterprise Web vs Public Web:
Structural Diﬀerences

Structure of the Public Web [Broder 00]
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are database queries served by Lotus Domino with no links
outside of a site. The more interesting story concerns the
component P, which consists of pages that can be reached
from the seed set of pages employed in the crawl (a standard set of important hosts and pages), but which do not
lead to the SCC. Some examples are hosts dedicated to specific projects, standalone servers serving special databases,
and pages that are intended to be “plain information” rather
than be navigable documents.

Enterprise Web vs Public Web:
Structural Diﬀerences
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Structure
of Enterprise Web [Fagin 03]
Figure 1: Macro-level connectivity of IBM intranet

• ImplicaWons:
One consequence of this structure of the intranet is the

distribution of PageRank [7] across the pages in the intranet.
The PageRank measure of the quality of documents in a
hyperlinked environment corresponds to a probability distribution on the documents, where more important pages
are intended to have higher probability mass. We compared
the distribution of PageRank values on the IBM intranet
with the values from a large crawl of the Internet. On the
intranet, a significantly larger fraction of pages have high
values of PageRank (probability mass in the distribution alluded to), and a significantly smaller fraction of pages have

– More diﬃcult to crawl
– DistribuWon of PageRank values is such that larger fracWon
of pages has high PR values, thus PR may be less eﬀecWve
in discriminaWng among regular pages

Rank AggregaWon
• Input: several ranked lists of objects
• Output: a single ranked list of the
union of all the objects which
minimizes the number of
“inversions” wrt iniWal lists
• NP‐hard to compute for 4 or more lists
• Variety of heurisWc approximaWons exist for
compuWng either the whole ordering or top k [Dwork
01, Fagin 03‐1]
Rank AggregaWon can also be useful in Enterprise Search for
combining rankings from diﬀerent data source

easily tailored to knowledge of a specific intranet.
The exact choice of heuristics is not etched in stone, and
our system is designed to incorporate any partial ordering
on results. Others that we considered include favoritism for
some hosts (e.g., those maintained by the CIO), different
content types, age of documents, click distance, HostRank
(Pagerank on the host graph), etc.
In our experiments these factors were combined in the
following way. First, all three indices are consulted to get
three ranked lists of documents that are scored purely on
the basis of tf·idf (remembering that the title and anchortext
index consists of virtual documents). The union of these lists
is then taken, and this list is reordered according to each of
the seven scoring factors to produce seven new lists. These
lists are all combined in rank aggregation. In practice if k
results are desired in the final list, then we chose up to 2k
documents to go into the individual lists from the indices,
and discard all but the top k after rank aggregation.

What are the most important
features?

• Create 3 indices: Content, Title, Anchortext
(aggregated text from the <a> tags poinWng to the
page)
• Get the results, rank them by l‐idf, and feed to the
ranking heurisWcs
• Combine the results using
"
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Figure 2: Rank aggregation: The union of results
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ObservaWons:
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Summary
• Enterprise Web and Public Web exhibit
signiﬁcant structural diﬀerences
• These diﬀerences result in some features very
eﬀecWve for web search not being so eﬀecWve
for Enterprise Web Search
– Anchortext is very useful (but there is much less of
it)
– Title is good
– Content is quesWonable
– PageRank is not as useful

Using User Feedback in
Enterprise Web Search

Using User Feedback
• One of the most promising direcWons in
Enterprise Search
–
–
–
–

Can trust the feedback (no spam)
Can provide incenWves
Can design a system to facilitate feedback
Can actually implement it

• We will look at several diﬀerent
sources of feedback
–
–
–
–
–

Clicks (very brieﬂy)
Explicit AnnotaWons
Queries
Social AnnotaWons
Browsing Traces

Sources of Feedback in Web Search
RuSSIR 2009 - Google Search

• Explicit Feedback
– Overhead for user
– Only few users give
feedback
=> not representaWve

• Implicit Feedback
– Queries, clicks, Wme,
mousing, scrolling, etc.
– No Overhead
– More diﬃcult to
interpret
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Using Click Data to Improve Search
• Very acWve area of research in both academia
and industry, mostly in the context of Public Web
search, but can be applied to Enterprise Web
search as well
• The idea is treat clicks as relevance votes
(“clicked”=“relevant”), or as preference votes
(“clicked page” > “non‐clicked page”), and then
use this informaWon to modify the search
engine’s ranking funcWon
See RuSSIR’07, “Machine Learning for Web‐Related Problems”, lecture 3.

Explicit and Implicit AnnotaWons
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that employees spend a large percentage of their time searching for
•
Anchortext
is
the
most
important
ranking
information [16]. An improvement
in quality of intranet search reA major difference between corporate intranets and the Internet is
duces
the
time
employees
spend
on
looking for information they
that in intranets the barrier for users to create web pages is much
need to perform
their work, directly resulting in increased emfeature
for
Search
higher. This limits
the amount and
qualityEnterprise
of anchor text, one of Web
ployee productivity.
the major factors used by Internet search engines, making intranet
As it was pointed out in [15], social forces driving the developsearch more difficult. The social phenomenon at play also means
ment of intranets are rather different
from the ones on the Internet.
Butrare.the
the anchortext
is
very
that spam•is relatively
Both quanWty
on the Internet and inof
intranets,
One particular difference, that has implications on search, is that
users are often willing to cooperate with the search engine in imcompany employees cannot freely create their own Web pages in
proving the search
experience. These
characteristics
naturally lead
limited
in
the
Enterprise
the intranet. Therefore, algorithms based on link structure analysis,
to considering using user feedback to improve search quality in insuch as PageRank [24], do not apply to intranets the same way they
tranets. In this paper we show how a particular form of feedback,
apply to the Internet. Another implication is that the amount of annamely user
annotations,
can be used
to improve
the quality
of in•
Can
we
use
user
annotaWons
asthe major
a subsWtute
chor text, one of
factors used by Internet search engines
tranet search. An annotation is a short description of the contents
[14,
1],
is
very
limited
in
intranets.
of a web page, which can be considered a substitute for anchor
While the characteristics of intranets mentioned above make infortwo anchortext?
text. We propose
ways to obtain user annotations, using extranet search more difficult compared to search on the Internet,

ABSTRACT

plicit and implicit feedback, and show how they can be integrated
into a search engine. Preliminary experiments on the IBM intranet
demonstrate that using annotations improves the search quality.

there are other characteristics that make it easier. One such characteristic is the absence of spam in intranets. Indeed, there is no
reason for employees to try to spam their corporate search engine.
Moreover, in many cases intranet users are actually willing to co-

Explicit AnnotaWons
• Create a Toolbar to allow users annotate pages
they visit

• Provide incenWves to annotate:
– Personal annotaWon appears in the toolbar every Wme
user visits the page
– Aggregated annotaWons from all users appear in
search engine results
Figure 1: The Trevi Toolbar contains two fields: a search field to search IBM intranet using Trevi, and an annotation field to submit

Examples of Explicit AnnotaWons
Annotation
change IBM passwords
stockholder account access
download page for Cloudscape and Derby
ESPP home
EAMT home
PMR site
coolest page ever
most hard-working intern
good mentor

Annotated Page
Page about changing various passwords in IBM intranet
Login page for IBM stock holders
Page with a link to Derby download
Details on Employee Stock Purchase Plan
Enterprise Asset Management homepage
Problem Management Record homepage
Homepage of an IBM employee
an intern’s personal information page
an employee’s personal information page

Table 1: Examples of Annotations

ed pages is 12433 for the first and the third strategies,
he second strategy, and 4126 for the fourth strategy.
he small number of explicit annotations we were able to
lative to the size of the dataset (5.5 million pages), the
esented below can only be viewed as very preliminary.
ess, we observed several interesting characteristics of anwhich highlight their usefulness in enterprise search.

employees, because many people have annotated this pag
keyword ”best”.

5.2 Impact on Search Quality

To evaluate the impact of annotations on search quality
ated 158 test queries by taking explicit annotations to be t
and the annotated pages to be the correct answers. We u
mance of the search engine without annotations as a b

3.2 Implicit Annotations
To obtain implicit annotations, we use Trevi’s query log, which
records the queries users submit, and the results they click on.
Every log record also contains an associated userID, a cookie automatically assigned to every user logged into the IBM intranet (Figure 2). The basic idea is to treat the query as an annotation for
pages relevant to the query. While these annotations are of lower
Minethan
annotaWons
fromones,
query
quality
the manually entered
a largelogs
number of them can
be–collected
without requiring
direct user for
input.
We propose
sevTreat queries
as annotaWons
relevant
pages
eral strategies to determine which pages are relevant to the query,
– which
Whilepages
suchtoannotaWons
are of
a
i.e.,
attach an annotation
to, lower
based onquality,
clickthrough
number
them can be collected easily
data large
associated
with theofquery.

Implicit AnnotaWons

•

LogRecord ::= <Query> | <Click>
Query ::= <Time>\t<QueryString>\t<UserID>
Click ::= <Time>\t<QueryString>\t<URL>\t<UserID>

Figure 2: Format of the Trevi log file.

• How to determine “relevant” pages?
[Joachims
02, Radlinski
05]the
The first strategy
is based on

assumption that if the user
clicked on a page in the search results, they thought that this page
is relevant to the query in some way. For every Click record, the
strategy produces a (URL, Annotation) pair, where Annotation
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Strategy 1
• Assume every clicked page is relevant
– Simple to implement
– Produces a large number of annotaWons
– But may asach an annotaWon to an irrelevant
page

Strategy 2
• Session = Wme ordered sequence of clicks a
user makes for a given query
• Assume only the last click in the session is
relevant
– Produces less annotaWons
– Avoids assigning annotaWons to irrelevant pages

Strategies 3 & 4
• Query Chain = Wme ordered sequence of
queries executed over a short period of Wme
• Strategy 3: Assume every click in the query
chain is relevant
• Strategy 4: Assume only the last click in the
last session of the query chain is relevant

Using AnnotaWons in Enterprise Web
Search
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save

Toolbar
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display
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Flow of
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Figure
3: Flow of annotations
through
the system
system.

someone searching for “INS H1-B visa policies” may
a USCIS page talking about the subject. An implicit
f such a page will still be able to add the term “INS”

tion/offset within a document is 32 bits. The encoding
key is illustrated in Figure 4. In the posting list data s
section/offset is stored in the payload for each posting e

,

o
e
.
-

s
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k
e
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employees, because many people have annotated this page with the
keyword ”best”.

Experimental Results

5.2 Impact on Search Quality
evaluate the
impactindex
of annotations
search quality we gener•ToDataset:
5.5M
of IBMonintranet
ated 158 test queries by taking explicit annotations to be the queries,
• the
Queries:
158
test
queries
with
manually
and
annotated
pages
to be
the correct
answers.
We used performance
of the search
engineanswers
without annotations as a baseline for
idenWﬁed
correct
our experiments. Table 2 shows the performance of explicit and
• EvaluaWon
was
conducted
auer 2ofweeks
since
implicit
annotations
in terms
of the percentage
queries for
which
the correct
answer
was returned
the top 10 results.
starWng
collecWng
theinannotaWons
Baseline
8.9%

EA
13.9%

IA 1
8.9%

IA 2
8.9%

IA 3
9.5%

IA 4
9.5%

Table 2: Summary of the results measured by the percentage
of queries for which the correct answer was returned in the top
10. EA = Explicit Annotations, IA = Implicit Annotations.
Adding explicit annotations to the index results in statistically
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(i.e., annotating Web sites with the help of external tools) has been
•
Want
to
generate
personalized
web page
established for a number of years by now, for example in the form
The success of the Semantic Web depends on the availability of
of applications such as OntoMat [20] or tools based on Annotea
Web pages annotated with metadata. Free form metadata or tags, as
[23], and the process continues
tothe
develop and improve. However,
based
on
used in socialannotaWons
bookmarking and folksonomies,
have becomeon
more documents
this paradigm is based on manual or semi-automatic annotation,
and more popular and successful. Such tags are relevant keywords
which is a laborious, time consuming task, requiring a lot of expert
associated with
or assigned to
a piece of information (e.g., a Web
user’s
Desktop
know-how, and thus only applicable to small-scale or Intranet colpage), describing the item and enabling keyword-based classificalections. For the overall Web though, the growth of a Semantic Web
tion. In this paper we propose P-TAG, a method which automatoverlay is restricted because of the lack of annotated Web pages. In
ically generates
personalized tags for
Web pages.
Upon browsing
•
Suppose
we
have
an
index
oftime,Desktop
the same
the tagging paradigm, which has its roots in social
a Web page, P-TAG produces keywords relevant both to its textual
bookmarking and folksonomies, is becoming more and more popcontent, but also to the data residing on the surfer’s Desktop, thus
ular.
A tag is a relevant keyword
associated with or assigned to a
on evaluations
the user’s
computer
(ﬁles,
expressing adocuments
personalized viewpoint. Empirical
with
piece of information (e.g., a Web page), describing the item and
several algorithms pursuing this approach showed very promising
enabling keyword-based classification of the information it is apresults. We are therefore very confident that such a user oriented
email,
browser
cache,
etc.)
plied to. The successful application of the tagging paradigm can be
automatic tagging approach can provide large scale personalized

ABSTRACT

metadata annotations as an important step towards realizing the Semantic Web.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis

seen as evidence that a lowercase semantic Web1 could be easier to
grasp for the millions of Web users and hence easier to introduce,
exploit and benefit from. One can then build upon this lowercase
semantic web as a basis for the introduction of more semantics,
thus advancing further towards the Web 2.0 ideas.
We argue that a successful and easy achievable approach is to
automatically generate annotation tags for Web pages in a scalable

ExtracWng tags from Desktop
documents
• Given a web page to annotate, the algorithm
proceeds as follows:
– Step 1: Extract important keywords from the page
– Step 2: Retrieve relevant documents using the
Desktop search
– Step 3: Extract important keywords from the
retrieved documents as annotaWons

• Users judged 70%‐80% of annotaWons created
using this algorithm as relevant
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where classification of documents into cohesive and relevant
•
When
have
lots
of
annotaWons
fortoamakegiven
page,
topics is essential
a site easier
to navigate and more
In this paper we present a new document representation
intuitive
to
its
visitors.
The
high
level
of competition in the
model based on implicit user feedback obtained from search
Web makes it necessary for websites to improve their orgawhich
onesofshould
engine queries.
The main objective
this model is to we
achieveuse?
nization in a way that is both automatic and effective, so
better results in non-supervised tasks, such as clustering and
users can reach effortlessly what they are looking for. Web
labeling,
through
thepaper
incorporationproposes
of usage data obtained
•
This
to
perform
frequent
itemset
page organization
has other important
applications. Search
from search engine queries. This type of model allows us
engine results can be enhanced by grouping documents into
to discover the motivations of users when visiting a certain
mining
to
extract
recurring
groups
of terms
from
significant
topics. These
topics can allow
users to disamdocument. The terms used in queries can provide a better
biguate or specify their searches quickly. Moreover, search
choice of features, from the user’s point of view, for summaengines can personalize their results for users by ranking
annotaWons
rizing the Web
pages that were clicked from these queries. In
higher the results that match the topics that are relevant to

ABSTRACT

this work we extend and formalize as query model an existing but not very well known idea of query view for document
representation. Furthermore, we create a novel model based
on frequent query patterns called the query-set model. Our
evaluation shows that both query-based models outperform
the vector-space model when used for clustering and labeling
documents in a website. In our experiments, the query-set
model reduces by more than 90% the number of features
needed to represent a set of documents and improves by
over 90% the quality of the results. We believe that this
can be explained because our model chooses better features
and provides more accurate labels according to the user’s

users’ profiles.is
Other
applications
that
can benefit from au– Show that this type of processing
useful
for
web
tomatic topic discovery and classification are human edited
directories, such as DMOZ or Yahoo! . These directories
page classiﬁcaWon
are increasingly hard to maintain as the contents of the Web
grow. Also, automatic organization of Web documents is
– May also be useful for improving
search
very interesting
from the quality
point of viewby
of discovering new
interesting topics. This would allow to keep up with user’s
eliminaWng noisy terms trends and changing interests.
1

2

The task of automatically clustering, labeling and classifying documents in a website is not an easy one. Usually
these problems are approached in a similar way for Web documents and for plain text documents, even if it is known that

Summary
• User AnnotaWons can help improve search
quality in the Enterprise
• AnnotaWons can be collected by explicitly
asking users to provide them, or by mining
query logs and users’ Desktop contents
• Post‐processing the resulWng annotaWons may
help to improve the search quality

Social AnnotaWons

Tagging
• Easy way for the users to annotate web objects
• People do it (no one really knows why)

Tagging
• Very popular on the Web, becoming more and
more popular in the Enterprise
– Users add tags to objects (pages, pictures,
messages, etc.)
– Tagging System keeps track of <user, obj, tag>
triples and mines/organizes this informaWon for
presenWng it to the user (more in Lecture 3)

• In this lecture we will see how tags can be
used to improve search in enterprise web

Using Tagging to Improve Search
• Approach 1: Merge tags with content or
anchortext
• Approach 2: Keep tags separate and rank query
results by
α×content_match + (1 – α)×tag_match

• Other approaches: explore the social/
collaboraWve properWes of tags
– Give more weight to some users and tags vs others
– Compute similariWes between tags and documents
and incorporate it into ranking
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ABSTRACT
•
ObservaWon:
social
annotaWons
characterize
In today’s search market, the most popular search paradiAs a social service in Web 2.0, folksonomy provides the users
king
of
several
sub
rankings
[11].
are
a simplicity
lot ofandrank
gm
isThere
keyword search.
Despite
efficiency, agkeythe ability to save and organize their bookmarks online with
word
queries can not accurately
describe what the users rewell
topics
of
pages
and
interests
of
users
“social annotations”
or “tags”. Social
annotations
are high
gregation
algorithms
that
can
be
applied
in
our
work.
Here
ally
want.
People
engaged
in
different
areas may have
differquality descriptors of the web pages’ topics as well as good
ent understandings of the same literal keywords. Authors of
indicators of web users’ interests. We propose a personal[26], concluded
that
people differ
significantly
inu
the search
we
choose
one
of
the
simplest,
Weighted
Borda-Fuse
(WBF).
ized•search
frameworkquery
to utilize folksonomy
for personalized
Rank
results
for
query
q,
page
p,
user
results they considered to be relevant for the same query.
search. Specifically, three properties of folksonomy, namely
One solution to this problem is Personalized Search. By
the categorization, keyword,
and structure
property,
are exEquation
2
shows
our
idea.
considering user-specific information [21], search engines can
asthe framework,
follows:
plored. In
the rank of a web page is decided
not only by the term matching between the query and the
web page’s content but also by the topic matching between
the user’s interests and the web page’s topics. term
In the evaluation, we propose an automatic evaluation framework based
on folksonomy data, which is able to help lighten the common high cost in personalized search evaluations. A series
of experiments are conducted using two heterogeneous data
sets, one crawled from
Del.icio.us and the other from Doterm
gear. Extensive experimental results show that our personalized search approach can significantly improve the search
quality.

r(u, q, p) = γ · r

to some extent distinguish the exact meaning the users want
to express by the short queries. Along with the evolution of
the World Wide Web, many
kinds of personal data have been
topic
studied for personalized search, including user manually selected interests [16, 8], web browser bookmarks [23], users’
personal document corpus [7], search engine click-through
history [10, 22, 24], etc. In all, search personalization is one
of the most promising directions for the traditional search
paradigm to go further.
In recent years, there raises a growing concern in the new
Web 2.0 environment. One feature of Web 2.0 that distinguishes it from the classical World Wide Web is the social
data generation mode. The service providers only provide
platforms for the users to collaborate and share their data

(q, p) + (1 − γ) · r

(u, p)

(2)

• Compute rtopic(u,p) as cosine similarity between
where r
(q, p) is the rank of the web page p in the
annotaWons
and annotaWons
p matching,
ranked
document of
listu generated
by queryofterm
rtopic (u, p) is the rank of p in the ranked document list genCategories and Subject Descriptors
erated by topic matching and γ is the weight that satisfies

mum number of distinct tags owned by each user, the rest
columns have the similar meanings as “max.tags”. As for

Experimental Results

Table 2: Statistics of the user owned tags and web
pages of the experiment data
Data Set

Delicious
Dogear
DEL.gt500
DEL.80-100
DEL.5-10
DOG.gt500
DOG.80-100
DOG.5-10

Num.

Max.

Min.

Avg.

Max.

Min.

Avg.

Users

Tags

Tags

Tags

Pages

Pages

Pages

9813
5192
31
100
100
92
85
100

2055
2288
1133
456
64
2147
295
41

1
1
74
2
1
42
9
2

56.04
47.43
464.42
107.51
18.53
543.87
126.96
16.11

1790
4578
1790
100
10
4578
100
10

1
1
506
80
5
500
80
5

40.35
46.78
727.55
88.43
7.44
999.04
89.32
6.99
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• Observed
75%‐250%
MAP
for all
training part and a 20% test part. The training parts are
datasets
used to estimate the models while the test parts are used for
evaluating. All the preprocessed data sets are used in the
• Improvement
is larger for the datasets where
experiments. No other filtering is conducted.
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Summary
• Social AnnotaWons (tags) can help improve
search quality in the Enterprise
• While they can be directly used as features for
the ranking funcWon, exploiWng their
collaboraWve properWes helps to further
improve search quality
• AnnotaWons can also be used to infer users’
interests and provide personalized search
results

Users’ Browsing Traces
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• Observe users’ browsing behavior auer
entering a query and clicking on a search result
• Rank web sites for a new query based on how
heavily they were browsed by users auer
entering same or similar queries
• Use it as a feature in search ranking algorithm

ABSTRACT

The paper proposes identifying relevant information sources from
the history of combined searching and browsing behavior of many
Web users. While it has been previously shown that user interactions with search engines can be employed to improve document ranking, browsing behavior that occurs beyond search result pages has been largely overlooked in prior work. The paper demonstrates that users’ post-search browsing activity strongly
reflects implicit endorsement of visited pages, which allows estimating topical relevance of Web resources by mining large-scale
datasets of search trails. We present heuristic and probabilistic
algorithms that rely on such datasets for suggesting authoritative
websites for search queries. Experimental evaluation shows that
exploiting complete post-search browsing trails outperforms alternatives in isolation (e.g., clickthrough logs), and yields accuracy
improvements when employed as a feature in learning to rank for
Web search.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Data Mining; H.3.3 [Information

well as many others. Another group of IR algorithms that leverage user behavior on a large scale includes methods that utilize
search engine clickthrough logs, where users’ clicks on search results provide implicit affirmation of the corresponding pages’ authority and/or relevance to the original query [17, 48, 2, 4]. Additionally, search engine query logs can be used to incorporate query
context derived from users’ search histories, leading to better query
language models that improve search accuracy [42].
While query and clickthrough logs from search engines have
been shown to be a valuable source of implicit supervision for training retrieval methods, the vast majority of users’ browsing behavior takes place beyond search engine interactions. It has been reported in previous studies that users’ information seeking behavior
often involves orienteering: navigating to desired resources via a
sequence of steps, instead of attempting to reach the target document directly via a search query [43]. Therefore, post-search
browsing behavior provides valuable evidence for identifying documents relevant to users’ information goals expressed in preceding
search queries.
This paper proposes exploiting a combination of searching and
browsing activity of many users to identify relevant resources for

Search Trails

q  (p1, p2, p1, p3, p4, p3, p5)

• Start with a search engine query
• ConWnue unWl a terminaWng event

– Another search
– Visit to an unrelated site (social networks, webmail)
– Timeout, browser homepage, browser closing
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Using Search Trails for Ranking

Experimental Results
• Dataset: 140 million search trails; 33,150 queries with 5‐point
scale human judgments (site gets highest relevance score of
all its pages)
• Add the web site rank feature to RankNet (Burges 05)
• Measure improvement in NDCG
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• Use all users’ browsing traces to infer “implicit
links” between pairs of web pages
• IntuiWvely, there is an implicit link between two
pages if they are visited together on many
browsing paths
&()*+,-.*/'(01'#234*5)'6*/5-.7),-/'
• Construct a graph with pages as nodes and
implicit links as edges and use it to calculate
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Experimental Results
• Dataset: 4‐months logs from www.cs.berkeley.edu
(300,000 traces; 170,000 pages; 60,000 users)
• 216,748 explicit links; 336,812 implicit links (11% are
common to both sets)
• 10 queries; volunteers idenWfy relevant pages and 10
most authoritaWve pages for each query out of top
30 results
• Measure “Precision @ 30” and “Authority @ 10”
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Summary
• User browsing traces can be collected easily in
the Enterprise
• Two types of traces:
– Traces starWng from search engine queries
– Arbitrary traces

• Traces are very useful for calculaWng
authoritaWveness of web pages and web sites,
and can be successfully used to improve
search ranking

Short‐term User Context
and Eye‐tracking based Feedback
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• Two types of user context informaWon:
– Short‐term context
A major limitation of most existing retrieval models and systems
is that the retrieval decision is made based solely on the query and
– information
Long‐term
context
document collection;
about the actual
user and search
ABSTRACT

• Long‐term context:

context is largely ignored. In this paper, we study how to exploit implicit feedback information, including previous queries and
clickthrough information, to improve retrieval accuracy in an interactive information retrieval setting. We propose several contextsensitive retrieval algorithms based on statistical language models
to combine the preceding queries and clicked document summaries
with the current query for better ranking of documents. We use
the TREC AP data to create a test collection with search context
information, and quantitatively evaluate our models using this test
set. Experiment results show that using implicit feedback, especially the clicked document summaries, can improve retrieval performance substantially.

There are many kinds of context that we can exploit. Relevance
feedback [14] can be considered as a way for a user to provide
more context of search and is known to be effective for improving retrieval accuracy. However, relevance feedback requires that
a user explicitly provides feedback information, such as specifying
the category of the information need or marking a subset of retrieved documents as relevant documents. Since it forces the user
to engage additional activities while the benefits are not always obvious to the user, a user is often reluctant to provide such feedback
information. Thus the effectiveness of relevance feedback may be
limited in real applications.
For this reason, implicit feedback has attracted much attention recently [11, 13, 18, 17, 12]. In general, the retrieval results using the
user’s initial query may not be satisfactory; often, the user would
need to revise the query to improve the retrieval/ranking accuracy
[8]. For a complex or difficult information need, the user may need
to modify his/her query and view ranked documents with many iterations before the information need is completely satisfied. In such
an interactive retrieval scenario, the information naturally available
to the retrieval system is more than just the current user query and

– User’s topics of interest, department and posiWon,
accumulated query history, desktop context, etc.

• Short‐term context:

– Queries and clicks in the same session, the text
user has read in the past 5 min, etc.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Retrieval models

Problem of Context‐Independent Search
Jaguar

Apple Software

Car

Animal

Chemistry Software

58

Pu€ng Search in Context
Apple software

Query History
Clickthrough
Other Context Info:
Dwelling time
Mouse movement
Hobby
…
59

Short‐term Contexts
• Will look at 2 types of short‐term contexts:
– Session Query History: preceding queries issued by
the same user in the current session
– Session Clicked Summary: concatenaWon of the
displayed text about the clicked urls in the current
session

• Will use language modeling framework to
incorporate the above data into the ranking
funcWon

Using Short‐term Contexts for Ranking
• Basic Retrieval Model:

– For each document D build a unigram language model
θD, specifying p(ω|θD)
– Given a query Q, build a query language model θQ,
specifying p(ω|θQ)
– Rank the documents according to the KL divergence of
the two models:
P(ω | θQ )
D(θQ || θ D ) = ∑ P(ω | θQ )log
P(ω | θ D )
ω

• Assuming user already issued k-1 queries
Q1,..,Qk-1, want to esWmate the “context query
model” θk specifying p(ω|θk) for the current query
Qk to use instead of θQ
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That is, the estimated context query model is just a fixed coefficient
interpolation of three models p(w|Qk ), p(w|HQ ), and p(w|HC ).

3.3Using
Bayesian
Interpolation
(BayesInt)
Short‐term
Contexts
for Ranking
One possible problem with the FixInt approach is that the coefficients,
especially with
α, are Fixed
fixed across
all the queries.
But intuitively,is
• Problem
Coeﬃcient
InterpolaWon
if our current query Qk is very long, we should trust the current
coeﬃcients
areone
the
same
forbeall
querythat
more,the
whereas
if Qk has just
word,
it may
beneficial
to putqueries.
more weight
on theto
history.
capture
this intuition,
treat
Want
trustTothe
current
querywemore
p(w|HQ ) and p(w|HC ) as Dirichlet priors and Qk as the observed
if
it
is
longer
and
less
if
it
is
shorter
data to estimate a context query model using Bayesian estimator.
The
model
is given by
• estimated
Bayesian
InterpolaWon:
p(w|θk ) =

c(w, Qk ) + µp(w|HQ ) + νp(w|HC )
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|Qk |
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=
p(w|Qk )+
[
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where µ is the prior sample size for p(w|HQ ) and ν is the prior
Coeﬃcients depend on the query length
sample size for p(w|HC ). We see that the only difference between
BayesInt and FixInt is the interpolation coefficients are now adap-
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Experimental Results
• Dataset: TREC Associated Press set of news arWcles
(~250,000 arWcles)
• Select 30 most diﬃcult topics, have volunteers issue
4 queries for each topic and record query
reformulaWon and clickthrough informaWon
• Measure MAP and Precision@20

Experimental Results
• Results show that incorporaWng contextual
informaWon signiﬁcantly improves the results
Query
q1
q2
q 2 + HQ + HC
Improve.
q3
q 3 + HQ + HC
Improve
q4
q 4 + HQ + HC
Improve

FixInt
(α = 0.1, β = 1.0)
MAP
pr@20docs
0.0095
0.0317
0.0312
0.1150
0.0324
0.1117
3.8%
-2.9%
0.0421
0.1483
0.0726
0.1967
72.4%
32.6%
0.0536
0.1933
0.0891
0.2233
66.2%
15.5%

BayesInt
(µ = 0.2, ν = 5.0)
MAP
pr@20docs
0.0095
0.0317
0.0312
0.1150
0.0345
0.1117
10.6%
-2.9%
0.0421
0.1483
0.0816
0.2067
93.8%
39.4%
0.0536
0.1933
0.0955
0.2317
78.2%
19.9%

OnlineUp
(µ = 5.0, ν = 15.0)
MAP
pr@20docs
0.0095
0.0317
0.0312
0.1150
0.0215
0.0733
-31.1%
-36.3%
0.0421
0.1483
0.0706
0.1783
67.7%
20.2%
0.0536
0.1933
0.0792
0.2067
47.8%
6.9%

(µ =
MA
0.00
0.03
0.03
9.6
0.04
0.08
92.4
0.05
0.09
77.2

Table 1: Effect of using
query history
clickthrough data for
• AddiWonal experiments
showed
thatand
improvement
is document ra
mostly due to using Session Clicked Summaries
is 34.4 words. Among 91 clicked documents, 29 documents are
judged relevant according to TREC judgment file. This data set is

improvement for q4 and q3 is gen
with q2 . Actually, in many cases

Attention-Based Information Retrieval
Georg Buscher
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI)
Kaiserslautern, Germany

georg.buscher@dfki.de

taken into account in information retrieval systems.
•
Feedback
on
sub‐document
level should allow
However, context is a relatively vague term. For instance, conte
n the proposed PhD thesis, it will be examined how attention data
can be generated implicitly or explicitly, it can be meant in
om the user can be exploited in order to enhance and personalize
for
beser
retrieval
improvements
thematic way (based on content) or rather in an environmental wa
nformation retrieval.
(e.g., based on application structures, people worked with, etc.), or
p to now, nearly all implicit feedback sources that are used for
can be seen as a short-term detect
or as a long-term context, etc.
formation retrieval
are basedan
on mouse
and keyboard input to
like automaWcally
•
Use
eye‐tracker
ickthrough, scrolling and annotation behavior. In this work, an
One of the current challenges is to elicit the context of a user. Th
nobtrusive eye tracker will be used as an attention evidence source
can be done explicitly,
for example by asking the user, whether
which porWons of the displayed
document
eing able to precisely detect read or skimmed document passages.
document is currently relevant or not (i.e., explicit relevan
his information will be stored in attention-annotated documents
feedback). To use such explicitly generated context is suggestiv
read or
skimmed
.g., containing read,were
skimmed, highlighted,
commented
passages).
and yields better results in IR than without considering any us
ased on such annotated documents, the user’s current thematic
context. However, asking the user about explicit feedback requires
ontext will be estimated.
higher effort on the user’s side and should therefore be avoide
•
Determine
which
parts
irst, this attention-based context will be utilized for attention-based
Thus, implicit feedback recently gained in importance, i.e
hanges concerning the index of vector-space based IR methods. It
observing the user’s actions
/ and environment and trying to inf
of the document are relevant
intended to regard the contexts as virtual documents, which will
what might be relevant for him.

ABSTRACT

e included in the index. In this way, local desktop or enterpriseide search engines could be enhanced by allowing new types of
ueries, e.g., “Find a set of documents on my computer concerning
he current topic that I have formerly used in a similar context”.
econd, the thematic context will be utilized for pre- and
ostprocessing steps concerning the retrieval process, e.g., for query
xpansion and result reranking. Therefore, attention-enhanced

Up to now, the main sources for implicitly generating themat
context are the user’s click-through, scrolling and typing behavi
(see [12]); thus, data, which is provided by all normally availab
input devices that are used to interact with a computer.

A very interesting new evidence source for implicit feedback are t
user’s eye movements, because mostly they reflect the user’s visu

How can we use this?
• For each page, can aggregate the “visual
annotaWons” across the users of the enterprise
• Can construct a precise short‐term user context
task / informaWon need
context

terms describing the
user‘s current interest /
context

Summary
• Using short‐term user context to improve
search quality is a new and very promising
direcWon of research
• IniWal results show that it can be very eﬀecWve
• Using eye tracking can help to improve the
quality and increase the amount of the
context data
• Many unexplored applicaWons: on‐the‐ﬂy
reranking, abstract personalizaWon, etc.

InteresWng Problems and Promising
Research DirecWons
• Applying the techniques we talked about to
improve Enterprise Web search, extending
them to beser suit Enterprise environment
• Models for the Enterprise Web which take into
account its complex structure and allow for
expressing diﬀerent usage data
• PersonalizaWon in the Enterprise Web search
(usage data + employee personal info)
• Using context (recent history + desktop info)
to improve Enterprise Web search
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